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Abstract
An approach to a semantic theory of thematic roles in Japanese is de-
scribed. This theory is applied to the analyses of the Japanese donatory
verbs and post-nominal particles. Specific definitions of these items are
developed, and the semantic characterization, with some syntactic con-
sideration, of a small fragment of sentences containing these are given. It
is seen that the theory presented here captures some essential features of
these verbs and particles.
1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: I would like to characterize the semantic
structures of Japanese post-nominal particles such as kara and ni; I also want
to give a semantical account of the so-called donatory verbs of Japanese, like
yarn, morau, and kureru. More specifically, my business here is the analysis of
the sentences in the following fragment:
(1) Hanako -ga Taro-ni tegami-wo yat -ta
hanako-suBJ taro- to letter-ow give-PAST
Hanako gave Taro a letter
(2) Taro-ga Hanako-kara tegami-wo morat-ta
taro-SUBJ hanako- from letter-QBJ
	 be given-PAST
Taro received a letter from Hanako
(3) Hanako-ga Taro-ni tegami-wo kureta
Hanako-suBJ Taro- to letter-ow
	 give-PAST
Hanako gave (our) Taro a letter
From the semantical point of view, these two topics constitute part of the
linguistic aspects that are the two sides of one and the same coin; the semantical
function of a post-nominal particle is determined by the semantic properties of a
verb with which it appears, while the semantics of a verb is often characterized
by the way the event that is denoted by the verb involves the entities represented
by those particles.
Despite their importance in the general theory of the Japanese language,
however, these two topics have not, as far as I know, received a full semantic
account in terms of rigorous model-theoretical semantics so far. One reason
for this general absence of semantical account for these important aspects of
the Japanese language is that the account typically requires a way to classify
the roles played by objects in events and situations, which the conventional
model-theoretical semantics often lacked. The other reason is that the Japanese
donatory verbs essentially involve indexicality, which the many conventional
theories failed to take into account. This paper addresses itself to these problems
within the framework of Situation Semantic.
The next section describes the overall framework of Situation Semantics,
such a part of it as is necessary for the analysis of our fragment. My starting
point is the paper written by Richard Larson 1988 on implicit arguments in
English. In the third section I develop a theory of the Japanese donatory verbs
and post-nominals, using the apparatus introduced in the first section. I modify
and extend Larson's theory to account for the special features of Japanese. The
sentences in the fragment are given syntax-directed translations. The next to
the last subsection discusses the interesting topic about the role played by "point
of view" in the semantics of donatory verbs, while the last subsection gives a
conjecture about the general semantic properties of the donatory verbs.
2 Framework
In the discussion that follows I shall adopt, like Larson 1988, the version of
Situation Semantics as presented in Barwise and Perry 1983. I shall give below
a brief overview of whatever portion of the theory is necessary for our subsequent
discussion.
2.1 Situation
The first and foremost of the theoretical concepts in Situation Semantics is the
concept of situation. A situation in Situation Semantics has at least two mean-
ings; In one sense it is what is part of the Reality; in the other it is an abstract
classificatory device constructed from set-theoretical entities that is used to talk
about the situation in the first sense. In what follows I shall not make a strict.
distinction between the two senses of situation but refer ambiguously to either of
these. In other words, when I speak of a situation it could be either an abstract
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set-theoretical object or part of Reality. I hope no serious confusion ensues from
this practice.
A situation has situation theoretic objects in it. These objects are called
uniformities (Barwise and Perry 1983:8). Take for example a situation in which
Hanako walks without talking at 5pm., November 1, 1990. This situation can
be represented as follows:
in e := at 5pm. Nov.1,1990: walk, hanako; yes
talk, hanako; no
Here hanako is an individual; walk is a property; 5pm., November 1, 1990 is
a time(-space) location. These are uniformities across situations; they appear
over and over again in different situations.
2.2 Event-types
Consider a situation, e, in which Socrates is hungry at 4 pm., June 16, 345 B.C.,
and another situation, e', in which Wittgenstein is hungry at 11 am, April 3,
1914 AD.
These situations can be represented in the following manner:
in e := at 4 pm. June 16, 345 B.C.: hungry, socrates; yes
philosopher, socrates; yes
in e' := at 11 am, April 3, 1914 AD: hungry, wittgenstein; yes
philosopher, wittgenstein; yes
We notice immediately that these two situations have something in common: a
philosopher being hungry. It is important that we be able to capture this general
property between situations. In order to do so, we introduce the concept of type
of a situation or an event-type (Barwise and Perry 1983:70). 1 The type of
(situation that has) a hungry philosopher can be obtained by abstracting over
"4 pm., June 16, 345 B.C." and "socrates" in e and "11 am., April 3, 1914"
and "wittgenstein" in e', respectively. The following is the result of such an
abstraction:
in E := at 1: hungry, a; yes
philosopher, a; yes
Here a stands ambiguously for "socrates" and "wittgenstein", and 1 for "4 pm.,
June 16, 345 B.C." and "11 am., April 3, 1914". These objects, represented
in bold-face, are called indeterminates, variable-like set-theoretical objects that
stand proxy for real individuals and locations (Barwise and Perry 1983:72). We
use E, E', E", ... to stand for event-types. When we wish to indicate which
indeterminates are constituents of E, we may display them in a parenthetical
suffix. Thus we can denote the event-type above as E(a, 1).
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Given the event-type E(a,1), we think of a function that assigns to (some
of) the indeterminates in E(a,1) individuals and locations. Such a function is
called an anchor (Barwise and Perry 1983:72-73). If we set f to be such that
(a) = "wittgenstein" and Al) = "11 am., April 3, 1914," then the event-type
obtained by replacing each indeterminate in E(a, l) by the value of f , denoted
by E[f], is actually the same as e' above. Similarly, given the anchor g such
that g (a) = "socrates" and g(1) = "4pm., June 16, 345 B.C.", E[g] is the same
as e above. We can state this fact as:2
E[g] is part of e, and E[ f] is part of e'
This naturally gives rise to the formal definition of an event-type:
(4)	 A course of event e is of type E (in symbols, e : E), if there exists an anchor
f such that E[f] is part of e.
We call an event-type in which exactly one individual and exactly one location
are abstracted over a complex property (Barwise and Perry 1983:76). The event-
type E that we have discussed above is an example of a complex property: the
complex property of being a hungry philosopher.
2.3 Constraints
An important aspect of situations is that they can have various sorts of intercon-
nected relations. A special kind of such relations is the one in which a situation
constrains another in such a way that they can contain information about one
another. This kind of relation is called the involve relation (Barwise and Perry
1983:94). For example, the information contained in an event in which John
touches Mary is always part of the information that is contained in an event in
which John kisses Mary; whenever an event in which John kisses Mary obtains
at a certain time-location then it cannot be otherwise than that at the same
time-location an event in which John touches Mary obtains also. In this sense
the event of John's kissing Mary at a certain time-location involves an event of
John's touching Mary at that time-location. In the similar vein, if one utters
the sentence John kisses Mary then, for it to be true, there must be an event, at
some time-location or other, in which it is certainly the case that John kisses
Mary. Consequently, when one utters the sentence John kisses Mary then the
sentence John touches Mary may itself be said to be involved. This relation
among utterances and events can be graphically depicted as follows:
John kisses Mary.	 in e: kiss, john, mary; yes.
4)-
John touches Mary.	 in e': touch, john, mary; yes.
Not only does the particular event of John's kissing Mary involve John's touch-
ing Mary, any event of the former type involves that of the latter type. We say
then that there is a constraint between these two event-types. Namely:
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at lth : involves, E, E'; yes.
where
E := at 1: kiss, a, b; yes
E' := at 1: touch, a, b; yes
This notion of constraint is what we take advantage of when we characterize
the meanings of donatory verbs and post-nominal particles. What is related to
an event by a constraint is called a meaningful option of that event (Barwise
and Perry, 1983:104). More specifically, we define it as follows. Let C be the
constraint: at /u : involves, E,S; yes. Then:
1. A course of event e 0 is meaningful with respect to C if C O : E;
2. If e 0 is meaningful with respect to C then e l is a meaningful option from e0
with respect to C (symbolically3 e 0 ei) if for all anchors f , e 0 : E[ f]
implies e l
 : S[f].
2.4 Thematic situation types
Gruber 1965 and Jackendoff 1983, among others, introduced the concept of ab-
stract predicates that decompose the meaning of a lexical item into more prim-
itive, purportedly universal, abstract concepts. 4 Thus the following sentences,
for example:
(5) The train traveled from New York to New Jersey
(6) Harry gave the book to the library
are considered to involve an underlying abstract concept corresponding somehow
to "moving" or "going".
Larson (1988: 174) extends this notion and tries to give it a more realistic
ground by affording it a place in the realistic domain of Situation Semantics. He
proposes to regard these abstract predicates as uniformities across situations,
like individuals and relations. He thus hypothesizes that each of the two example
sentences above (or rather the utterances thereof) involves an event-type whose
principle relation is the uniformity that can be represented as follows:
GO(x, y, z)
This is a three-place relation in which the first argument somehow "moves" from
the second argument to the third.
Those event-types that have this relation GO(x, y, z) as its principle relation
are called by Larson thematic situation types. They typically have the following
form:
EGO := at 1: GO, b, El , E2, yes(7)
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Notice that this is a complex event-type that may itself contain other event-
types as well.
Now the intuitive observation of the systematic correspondence between ut-
terances of sentences containing verbs of "moving" and the intuitively perceived
abstract concepts can be more rigorously characterized as constraints in Sit-
uation Semantics; Those sentences that are observed to have the underlying
abstract concept of "moving" are the sentences whose denotations are those
event-types that involve the thematic situation type EGO
Thus the utterance of the sentence (5) above denotes an event which is of
the following event-type:
(8) E := at 1: travel, b; yes
This event-type in turn involves an event-type that has the thematic situation
type (7). Namely there is a constraint of the form:
(9) C: at it,: involves, E, EGO; yes,
where the latter EGO further breaks down to:
EGO := at 1: GO, b, E1, E2; yes
	
El
 := at	 present, b; yes
E2 := at 12 : present, b; yes
	
1 1
	 2 , 1 o 1 1
 , 1 o 12
The latter event-type says, intuitively, that to travel is to change the locations
where one is in. The relation is the precedence over space-time locations,
while o is the overlapping over them.
2.5 Roles
In natural language semantics, it is important to distinguish among the roles
played by individuals in events. For the characterization of the Japanese post-
nominal particles, it is crucial that we have a way to distinguish those roles.
In order to take care of these, it is good to have a special kind of indetermi-
nates that are anchored to those individuals in such events as ascribe certain
properties to them. This can be done by complex indeterminates (Barwise and
Perry 1983:78-80). Thus we need, in addition to the previously introduced basic
indeterminates, those indeterminates that characterize roles in events. So the
definition of indeterminates must consist of the following two clauses:
1. Every basic indeterminate is an indeterminate;
2. If x is an indeterminate and E(x...) is an event type then (x, E) is an
indeterminate.
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We call the latter kind of indeterminates roles (Barwise and Perry 1983:80).
The definition of anchoring must be extended accordingly:
1. for every basic individual, location or relation indeterminate x in the do-
main of f , f (x) is an individual, location or relation, respectively.
2. for every role r=(y, E) in the domain of f, f is an anchor for each indeter-
minate in E and f(r) = f (y).
Clearly, with the apparatus introduced so far, we can define the traditional
concept of thematic role. Consider a thematic situation type EGO:
EGO := at 1: GO, b,	 E2; yes
E 1 := at 11...
E2 := at 12...
where El and E2 are event-types possibly containing indeterminates other than
b. Intuitively speaking b is what "goes" from E1 to E2. We could call such a
b the theme of this thematic situation type.
El is the event-type from which b "goes". But we cannot define the source
of EGO just as E1 because El could be any event-type. We would want to
define the source of an event-type in such a way that the semantics of donatory
verbs and post-nominal particles can be specifically characterized by it. Then
the source of EGO is to be defined as:5
SOURCE = (so, EGO),
where:
{ (a, El ) if E1 is complex relation E i (a,l, ...), or
Informally the source of thematic situation type EGO is a complex indeterminate
(so, EGO) whose first coordinate itself is either another complex indeterminate
(a, E1 ), where a is a constituent of the event-type El , or (11, E1 ). Suppose f
is an anchor such that SOURCE = (so, EGO) is in its domain. Then, from
the inductive definition of indeterminates and anchoring, f is an anchor for each
indeterminate in EGO and hence f(SOURCE) =f(so), which in turn means
that, since so=(a, E1 ) is also in the domain of f and f is an anchor for each
indeterminate in El , f(so) =1(a).
In the similar vein, the goal of EGO can be defined as:
GOAL = (gl, EGO},
where:
(c, E2 ) if E2 is complex relation E2(C, 1, ...), orgI = (12 , E2) if E2 (12 ) does not contain such a c.
We use, in the next section, the notions introduced in this section to analyze
our fragment.
so = (1 1 , E1 ) if E1 (1 1 ) does not contain such an a.
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3 Japanese Donatory Verbs and Post-nominal
Particles
From the discussion above it is clear that the Japanese donatory verbs should be
understood as denoting event(-type)s that are constrained to involve thematic
situation types similar to EGO.
Let us consider first the verb yaru, which means "to give". Our situation
semantic consideration makes it evident that the utterance containing this verb
should denote an event which is of the event-type:
(10) Eyaru := at 1: yaru, a, b, c; yes
There is in our theory a constraint of the form:
(11) C: at lu : involves, Eyaru, EGO; yes,
where:
EGO := at 1: GO, b, E1 , E2; yes
El := at	 possess, a, b; yes
E2 := at 1 2 : possess, c, b; yes
1 1 -< 1 2 ,1011 , 10 12
EGO is a thematic situation type in which a possesses b at 1 1 while it is c that
possesses b at 12 . To understand the intuition behind this characterization,
suppose that e is a specific event in which Hanako gives a letter to Taro. Namely:
(12) e := at 1: yaru, hanako, letter, taro; yes
Then by (11), there is a meaningful option e' from e with respect to C above
(e	 e'), such that:
e' := at 1: GO, letter, e l , e 2 ; yes
e l := at 1 1 : possess, hanako, letter; yes
e 2 := at 12 : possess, taro, letter; yes
/ 1	 12 , / 0 / 1 ,	 0 /2
This is a situation of type EGO in which Hanako possesses a letter at a certain
portion of the time in which her giving takes place, while, at another portion of
the giving-event that follows Hanako's possession, it is Taro that possesses the
letter.
Suppose that in Eyaru an anchor I anchors a to "hanako", b to "letter",
{iiand c to "taro". Then, since Ey aru	 is part of e, e : Ey aru By the definition of.
"meaningful option" and the fact that e e', it is guaranteed that e' is of type
EGO by f . Moreover, by the definition of SOURCE, f(SOURCE) = f(so)=
f (a)= hanako. Turning now to the goal of the yarn-event, we see that f assigns,
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by definition, f(GOAL) = f(g1)= f(c)= taro. This is an intuitively sound
result. Thus, following the definitions of SOURCE and meaningful option, we
know that, when a sentence is uttered whose denotation is the situation e above,
the person referred to by the name Hanako is the source of the giving-event,
the "giver" of e. Similarly, the goal of the event e, the "givee", is seen to be
anchored to Taro.
As an another example of a donatory verb, we turn to morau, "to receive".
An utterance of a sentence containing this verb involves an event-type of the
following structure:
(13) Emorau := at 1: morau, a, b, c; yes
This event-type further involves another thematic situation type by the following
constraint:
(14) C: at lu : involves, Emorau EGO; yes,
where:
E/G0 := at 1: GO, b, E1, E2; yes
	
E 1 := at	 possess, c, b; yes
Er, := at 12 : possess, a, b; yes
	
1 1	 1 2 ,1 0 1 1 ,1 0 12
Notice that event-type E1 here is the same as the E2 , and E2 E l , in the event-
type EGO involved by Eyaru Since the individual, if there is one, in E1 is
anchored to the SOURCE of the whole thematic situation type, in EGO above
it is c that is the source. In other words, the two thematic situation types EGO
and EGO have exactly the same structure.
To see this point more clearly, suppose an utterance is made which involves
the event:
(15) e" := at 1': morau, taro, letter, hanako; yes
This event is of type Emorau by an anchor g such that g(a) = "taro" , g(b) =
"letter", and g(c) = "hanako", i.e. Emorau [g] is part of e". By (14), there is an
event e" with e"	 e" such that
e'" := at I: GO, letter, e3 , e 4 ; yes
e 3 := at 13 : possess, hanako, letter; yes
e 4 := at 14 : possess, taro, letter; yes
/3 -‹ 14 , 1' 0 13 , 1' 0 /4
By the definition of SOURCE, g(SOURCE) = g(so) = "hanako". Notice
that, if 1(1) = g(1'), 1(1 1 ) = g(13), and 1(12 ) = g(14 ), 6 then e3 is the same as e1
and e 4 is the same as e 2 . So e ll ' is actually the same event as e'. This shows
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that EGo[f] is the same event type as .E s() [g]. Moreover, even though f g,
f(SOURCE) with respect to the event e is the same as g(SOURCE) with
respect to e': "hanako".In other words, e and e" both imply the same event
(type):EGo = EGO [g] = e" = e"'. The latter event type is what is supposed
to underlie the giving-situation: the common "giving" structure. The difference
between e and e" lies in the way they are related to the this common event-type.
3.1 post-nominal particles defined
This fact is an important step toward the characterization of the semantics of
the post-nominal particles, such as -ni and -kara, for one of the functions of those
particles is exactly to mark the roles that the individuals denoted by the nouns
play in a situation. More specifically -ni means that, among other things, the
noun to which it is attached is the goal of the event whose existence is involved
by the utterance of the sentence. The noun, on the other hand, to which -kara
is attached is the source of such an event. The denotation of -ni, therefore, is
what obtains between an event and an individual only when the latter is the
goal of the former. Thus the denotation of the post-nominal particle -ni can
be defined as a relation which holds between an individual and an event if and
only if the individual is certainly the goal of the event.
We can make this more precise by giving it a formal definition. Let us
represent the denotation of an expression by enclosing the expression in II II. So
the denotation of -ni is From the above discussion, it is clear that, given
the constraint (11) and anchor f, the relation Inill certainly holds between taro
and e above;taro is certainly assigned to the goal of e by f . But before defining
the relation	 we have to ponder a little more over the concept of goal and
source.
Suppose that C : at lu :involves ,E0 , EGO; yes is a constraint. Given an
utterance that involves an event of type E0 , SOURCE is defined with respect
to some e' such that e e' and hence e' : EGO, not with respect to e per
se. Intuitively speaking, however, as we have seen above, we would want to
speak of the source of e or even of the utterance that corresponds to e, not the
source of some e'. Nonetheless, we need not be overly concerned, for when e'
is a meaningful option of e with respect to the constraint C, e e', then, by
definition, for any anchor f , e : Eo[f] implies e' EGO[f]. The implication does
not go the other way. Consider, for example, the thematic situation type:
EGO := at 1: GO, b, El , E2; yes
El := at 11...
E2 := at 12...
Suppose that Ali) is defined but 1 1 does not appear in E0 . Suppose furthermore
that El does not contain indeterminates other than Then by the definition
of SOURCE, f(SOURCE) = t, for some space-time location t. We can easily
think of an f such that E0 [f] is not part of e; the space-time location of e, say t'
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can be different from t. Even so, we can loosely speak of the source of e, instead
of the source of e'; what is anchored by f in e' is at least what is compatible
with e. Thus, if f assigns d to the source of e' : EGo[f ], i.e., f(SOURCE) = d,
then, thanks to the meaningful option relation e e', we can say that d is the
source of e. So we can write SOURCE(e) f and say "the source of e", rather
than f(SOURCE) of e'.
The intuition that -ni means that the noun to which it is attached is the goal
of the event whose existence is involved by the utterance of the sentence can be
rephrased as: given an anchor f, taro and e satisfy the relation iff taro is
GOAL(e)f . This in turn means, more precisely, that ilnil(taro, e) iff there is
an event e' by way of the constraint (11) such e CG0 e' and taro=f(GOAL)
in e' .
Now the official definition is easy; we only have to generalize this character-
ization. To wit: given anchor f, for any individual z and event e,
(16)	 Orli 1(z , e) iff there is a constraint CGO such that e Cco e' and z f(GOAL)
in e', and we denote the latter z as GOAL(e)/
In a similar manner, we can define the semantics of kara:
(17)	 Ilkarall(z, e) iff there is a constraint CGO such that e	 e', and
f(SOURCE) in e', and we denote the latter z as SOURCE(e)f
3.2 Analysis of the Fragment
Using the definitions above, we can characterize the semantics of the Japanese
donatory verbs. Before doing so, we can state how our situation theoretic ob-
jects are to be associated with (utterances of) sentences. With a view to treat-
ing our small fragment presented at the outset, we need the following rules of
translation:?
1. II[NA]N(z) iff f(11A11) = z.
2. 11[„N-1111(X, e) iff for some z Ee,X = {e : 113 0(z, e) and IINI(z)}.
3. Il[vp.PP VI111(z,e) iff 	 E X, and IPPIKX,e).
Let us see now how our theory so far can handle our problem at hand.
Consider again the following sentences, which are repeated here for convenience:
(18) Hanako-ga Taro-ni tegami-wo yat-ta
hanako-suBJ taro- to letter-OBJ
	 give-PAST
Hanako gave Taro a letter
(19) Taro-ga Hanako-kara tegami-wo morat-ta
taro-SUBJ hanako- from letter-oBJ
	 be given-PAST
Taro received a letter from Hanako
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With a standard syntactic procedure the first sentence (18) can be given the
following syntactic structure:
[s [pp H anako-ga] [vp [pp Taro-ni] [vp [pp tegami-wo] [yat-ta]]
Following this syntactic structure, we can apply the translation rules defined
above, constituent by constituent. First the nouns Taro, Hanako, and tegami
are given, with some anchor f, the following conditions:
II [., Taro] (z) iff f( II Taro I = z = taro
II[,,HanakoH(x) iff f(lHanakoll) = x = hanako
0[N tegami]11(w) iff Altegamill) = w = letter
The condition for the post-nominal phrase Taro-ni is given as follows:8
II [,„Taro	 e) iff there exists some z E e, X = {e :	 e) and IlTarol(z)).
We see that X is a set of those events that stand in imnifl-relation with some
individual in e and that individual is the denotation of the (utterance of) noun
taro. We know in turn, from the definition of 	 that linihe, z) iff there is
a meaningful option e' such that e	 cGo e' and f(GOAL) = z in e'; i.e.,
z = GOAL(e) f . All in all, X is the set of those events that involve thematic
situation types that have taro, who is also in e, as goal. And then the verb
phrase Taro-ni yalia is translated as:
	
II [vpTaro-ni	 e)
this relation is satisfied iff e E X, ITaro-nil(X,e), and iyattail(z,e); if e is a
yaru-event in which taro is the goal'.
In sum, the utterance of the sentence (18) involves the following event type:
in e := at 1: yarn, hanako, letter, taro; yes
agt, hanako; yes
ptnt, letter; yes
which, by the constraint (11), involves the thematic situation:
in e' := at 1: GO, letter, E1, E2; yes
E1 := at 1 1 : possess, hanako, letter; yes
E2 := at 12 : possess, taro, letter; yes
1 1	 2 ,1 0 1 1 ,1 0 12
= EGO[f],This e' is en event of type EGO, for e' where f(a) =hanako,
f (b) =letter, and f(c) =taro. Since f(GOAL)=f(c), taro is the goal in EGO,
and hence in e'; a fact preserved through the characterization of -ni.
Sentence (19) can be analyzed in the similar manner, giving the following as
the final product:
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in e" := at 1: morau, taro, letter, hanako; yes
agt, taro; yes
ptnt, letter; yes
By the constraint (14) this in turn involves the following:
in e' := at 1: GO, letter, E1, E2; yes
El := at 1 1 : possess, hanako, letter; yes
E2 := at 12 : possess, taro, letter; yes
/ 1 -< /2 , 1	 1 1 , 1	 /2
Given the same anchor f as above, this again is EGo[f], and we see that
f(SOURCE)=f(a)=hanako.
There are a few things to be noticed here. First of all although Hanako
is eventually anchored to the source of the inferred event e', Hanako is not
marked with -kara in sentence (18). Similarly in sentence (19), although Taro
is eventually anchored to the goal of the inferred event e', Taro is not marked
with -ni. This point suggests that what is already marked as the agent of an
event is not marked any other way. The agent-marked Hanako-ga rules out the
agent-source-marked *Hanako-ga-kara, and Taro-ga similarly rules out * Taro-
ga-ni. This may be explained in connection with the fact that the agent and
the patient are defined in terms of the event denoted by the uttered sentence,
not, as the source and the goal are, in terms of the inferred event.
Secondly, notice that the same situation e' is involved by both e and e"; As
far as the thematic roles are concerned, sentences (18) and (19) imply exactly
the same situation. This point was already discussed at the end of the last
section.
3.3 point of view
The second point above seems to suggest that we could even conjecture that
donatory verbs are those verbs that are constrained to involve this EGO. This
contention is made stronger when we consider the last sentence in our fragment.
(20) Hanako-ga Taro-ni tegami-wo kureta
Hanako-suBJ Taro- to letter-ow
	 give-PAST
Hanako gave (our) Taro a letter
Notice that the translation of (20) is "Hanako gave our Taro a letter". I
put the awkward pronoun "our" in order to convey the sense of indexicality in
this sentence: Taro is somehow "related" to the speaker of (20). This relation
between the speaker and the denotation of Taro may be ambiguous: Taro is a
member of Hanako's family, is a close friend of hers, etc. It is in general what
holds between the speaker and Taro if the former feels (emotionally) attached to
or associated with the latter. We can say that the speaker's (emotional) "point
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of view" is on Taro. The speaker is referring to the event as if Taro is part of
her/his own point of view. We represent this fact as: "pov, u, taro; yes." 10
So the sentence (20) denotes the following event:
in e := at 1: kureru, hanako, letter, taro; yes
agt, hanako; yes
ptnt, letter; yes
pov, u, taro; yes
Since this is a donatory verb it naturally involves the thematic situation type
EGO, by the following constraint:
(21) C: at 1,2 : involves, Ekureru(a , b , c ), EGo(a,b,c); yes,
where
in e" := at 1: GO, letter, El,	 yes
El := at /C: possess, hanako, letter; yes
:= at 12: possess, taro, letter; yes
/2 , / o
	 o
Notice again that this e l" is the same as the thematic situation type that is
implied by both (18) and (19). All of the three verbs considered in this paper,
yaru, rnorau, kureru, involve, when interpreted as event-types, the thematic
situation type EGO.
3.4 general constraint of donatory verbs
The discussion so far suggests that we may characterize the semantics of the
donatory verb in a general fashion. Given a donatory verb 0, we can give its
interpretation, i(00, as the event type, E(a,b, c, 1) such that
E := at 1:	 , {a, b, c}; yes
•••
where {a, b, c} is a temporary meta-theoretical notation to indicate that the
order of these indeterminates are not important, and there is a constraint, which
we label CDON, such that:
(22) CDoN: at	 involves, E(a,b,C,1), EGO (a, b, c,1); yes,
where:
EGO := at 1: GO, b,	 E2; yes
E1 := at 1 1 : possess, a, b; yes
E2 := at 1 2 : possess, c, b; yes
1 1	 2 , 1 0	 , 1 0 12
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The semantic and informational differences among the donatory verbs that are
pertinent can be thought of as issuing from the particular ways in which the
content of E for each of these verbs is arranged. This can readily be read off
from our analysis above. For example, yaru differs from morau in that it assigns
the agent of yaru-event to its source while the latter assigns the agent of morau-
event to its goal role. The difference between yaru and kureru, on the other
hand, is how the speaker's point of view is extended to the event described.
Conclusion
We have developed a theory for the semantics of the Japanese donatory verbs
and for the characterization of some post-nominal particles within the frame-
work of Situation Semantics. We have shown that our characterization in which
the semantics of the donatory verbs essentially involves a thematic situation
type gives us a nice way to capture the generalization underlying these verbs.
As a corollary to our analysis, it has been noted that the donatory verbs
have a general constraint upon their implied event types; the so-called common
underlying form. It then follows, as we have seen, that . the differences among the
individual verbs result from the differences in the way the described situation
of each verb(-meaning) is related to this general constraint. The point of view
on the described situation, for example, has been noted specifically to give rise
to two different verb meanings. It can be observed, thus, that our analysis
here accounts for the intuitive, hitherto non-formal, observation of the abstract
concept underlying donatory verbs and post-nominal particles.
Notes
'In the following discussion, a situation and an event are used interchange-
ably.
'The relation "is part of" is the relation that obtains between eo and e l if,
roughly, eo and e I have the same locations and everything happening in eo is
also happening in el.
3This notation is mine, not due to Barwise and Perry's.
4 For the discussion of and motivation for such an approach to lexical meaning
within the framework of the more conventional Montague semantics, the reader
is referred to Dowty 1979.
5The definitions are essentially the same as (Larson 1988:179), with some
minor changes.
6 Actually this is what we would want to have. If the (utterance describing)
event (15) is describing the same situation as (12) then it seems mandatory that
= g(13 ) and f(12 ) = g(14).
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7 1 use the conventional abbreviations for grammatical categories. Hence N
stands for noun, P for post-nominal particle, PP for post-nominal phrase, etc.
8We simply assume the other post-nominal particles -ga and -wo are trans-
lated as agent (agt) and patient (ptnt), respectively.
9 1 do not explicitly treat the tense-aspect marker -ta in this paper.
10 I do not use this relation "pov" in a strict sense. The theory of point
of view and perspectivity is an important issue in itself, and the topic is well
beyond the scope of this paper. See Katagiri 1989 for more on a theory of
perspectivity.
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